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A number of actual Egyptian artifacts found in the Aegean 

provide concrete evidence for Cretan/Egyptian contact and 

influence regarding falcons.  Considered for the purposes of 

this article is a small 2 by 4 cm gold falcon likeness, of Egyptian 

manufacture, found on Crete and now in the British Museum 

(Figure 18). Worked in the Egyptian cloisonné technique, each 

flight feather of the wings is made into tiny cells to be filled 

with semiprecious stone inlays although all but one inlay is lost. 

The tail is rectangular, flaring outward at the tip. The wings‟ 

coverts are solid, and their feathers are narrow raised ribs 

worked in repoussé relief. The head, in the same technique, is 

simplified. The hooked beak and a slanted eye are clear.  A 

large raised V shape descending from the eye definitely 

represents the moustachial streak, a feature that establishes the 

bird‟s falcon identity.17  

 

 
 

 
That the artist consciously accentuated the nostril on this 

falcon is important, as the nostrils are a key feature of Egyptian 

falcon images. Here it is specifically rendered as a single tiny 

ring nostril visible at the top above the base of the beak. This 

placement of the ring-form nostril above the beak base, for 

emphasis, is repeated in Egyptian Horus falcon representations. 

It was intended to mark the nostril‟s presence as indispensable 

to falcons‟ likenesses and perhaps to signify breathing (recall 

that the Horus Falcon‟s “breath is the cooling north winds”). 

The small gold falcon is posed in the extended wing 

“protective” posture like the painted Deir el Bahri falcon 

considered  earlier.   This  small   jewel -like  falcon,  perhaps  a  



protective amulet, and possibly  others like it, could be an 

Egyptian model for Aegean falcon theme imagery -- but not 

the earlier Melos falcon pottery designs now to be considered. 

 

 

 

In the Middle Bronze Age Aegean, prominent depictions of 

falcons – or their derivative griffins - appeared in the art of the 

Cycladic Islands. Some particularly important examples of 

these pottery designs, previously little examined for bird 

species,18 are found in the apparently previously unidentified 

falcon (and falcon inspired griffin) representations from the 

island of Melos (Figures 19-26).  

The pottery style with the bird subjects, excavated at the 

town site of Phylakopi, Melos, is designated the “Black and 

Red” style and was particular to the Cycladic Island of Melos. It 

was produced during the Middle Bronze Age, in Phylakopi 

Phase II (Middle Cycladic II).19 Intense black and brownish 

reds on a burnished glossy light color ground characterize this 

style. The rapid-brush style of the painting animated the 

abstract bird depictions, and various painters interpreted the 

motif differently, as evident in the examples illustrated.20 The 

birds with wings spread in flight have short heads and distinct 

hooked beaks, large round black eyes set off by a surrounding 

white ring, stiff tails, and  extended taloned feet positioned as if  

 

 
 

about to attack prey. These certainly can be identified as falcon 

features. Several birds have long curl-tipped crest decorations 

on their necks, and a very falcon-like one has a curl extended 

from its neck (Figure 19). A point was made to represent 

falcons‟ aggressive features, the hooked beaks especially and 

taloned feet. The curled features could refer to falcon‟s black 

face-back hooks and the cheeks‟ black moustachial streaks. The 

same pendant curl-tip “plumes” appear on the neck back on 

the surviving griffin of the Knossos Throne Room (ca. 1450 

B.C.) and on the Keos jar‟s griffins. In these Melian designs a 

single brush stroke represents each wing feather, and only a 

single wing to each bird is represented.21 

A tiny griffin. An intriguing Melos design depicts a small (ca. 

6 cm) lively black painted griffin (Figure 20). It was painted on 

a previous period “Cycladic White” jug. It has one wing done 

in a style like the bigger birds, with an elongated spotted body, 

denoting feathers, and a single wing stretching out in flight, a 

curled tail, and a linear bird‟s tail also, part of the rear leg, and a 

single pawed foreleg extended frontward. A similar second 

griffin appears on the back of the jug.  

 

 
 

 

Young falcon testing wings for flight. Of these designs one in 

particular is especially naturalistic and shows the artisan‟s 

observations of falcons‟ life ways (Figure 21).  A juvenile falcon 

is pictured testing his flapping wings while clutching the 

ground  with  large  clawed feet,  the  ground being a black ring 

encircling the base of the vessel.22  This ring refers to the black 

rings encircling the large red disks of the birds‟ bodies. Large 

rings are a constant motif in other pot fragments with this 

subject from the site.  This young bird‟s behavior is an amusing 

anecdote depicted to resemble a juvenile falcon as may be 

found on sea-side cliff ledges where the young birds are 

brooded.   

The later falcon-griffin Keos jar. The Melos pottery designs with 

their fierce-expressioned falcons, of the Middle Cycladic II 

period, were followed in the next period, Late Cycladic IA, by 

an impressive Melos pottery design found on Keos Island 

picturing two distinctly hook-beaked griffins speeding around 

the  shoulder of the pithoid jar, now fragmentary.  Alice Fäthke  



 

 
 

has restored the damaged painting23 (Figure 22). The design is 

considerably more naturalistic than the earlier rapid brush style 

falcon designs. The red painted griffins are carefully and 

precisely defined by thick-to-thin outlining black brush work, 

in contrast to the previous more abstract Melos pottery birds.24 

The griffins have the large, round, wide-open black staring 

eyes set out by surrounding white rings, and the extreme hook 

beaks and angry expressions that closely resemble real falcons‟ 

head features. Inside the neck line a second line runs down 

through the beaks and continues downward creating a space at 

neck front indicating the white throat and chest of real falcons. 

The wings are simplified with only large widened flight feathers 

with no markings. Rows of dots run along the middle of the 

wings.  

Though the earlier falcons have curled crest plumes, here 

they are showier. They look to be evidence for Minoan 

influence, as do the rosettes and the idiosyncratic version of 

undulating „hanging‟ rockwork framing the griffins overhead.25  

The Minoan and Cycladic griffins seem to be merged here. The 

seeming narrow waist of the left side griffin is simply the 

broken edge of the fragment; no full bodies of the griffins 

survive.  To the left there is a curl-tipped tail and an extended 

pawed leg. This pithoid jar is from Keos Island‟s Ayia Irini 

town, House A.  (House A was a large wealthy house with wall 

paintings fragments which show a lion, dolphins, pigeons, and  

 

 



a griffin.  The remaining 20% of this griffin design indicates a 

spectacular work in the developed earlier “Black and Red” 

style. Though kin to the earlier MC II Melos falcon designs, it 

is more sophisticated. Though the origin of some of the 

Cycladic bird designs is questionable, R. L. N. Barber believes 

this major example is a work of a Melos potter.26 

 

 

 









 



http://www.arkive.org/kestrel/falco-tinnunculus/video-06a.html


 
  



 
 
 


